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Abstract - The paper proposes an evolving type of model in the 
form of a Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) that 
is gradually updated by a continuous (evolving) identification 
procedure. At each learning epoch, this procedure performs a 
sequence of Unsupervised and Supervised learning. As a result, 
the function approximation error gradually decreases with a 
gradually increasing number of the radial basis functions (RBFs). 
The stopping condition is a kind of compromise between the 
desired approximation error and the allowable number of the 
RBFs.  
   A specially proposed “error-driven learning” (EDL) algorithm 
is the essential part of the evolving identification procedure. It is 
a modified version of the neural-gas learning algorithm, where 
additional information for each data point, in the form of 
normalized evaluation error (from the previous supervised 
learning) is used. Thus the EDL algorithm is able to drive the 
neurons (the RBFs locations) to the “more interesting” areas in 
the input space, with bigger evaluation errors, instead of just 
locating them in the areas of high data density. The final result is 
an evolving type of RBFNN model that gradually improves its 
approximation ability with each learning epoch.  
   The general evolving identification procedure as well as some 
simulation results and comparison with the conventional 
learning method are given in the paper. 
   
Index Terms – Evolving Models, Unsupervised Learning, 
Supervised Learning, Error-Driven Learning 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The Process Identification is based on experimental data, 

and it is often the case when the densest area of data in the 
input space is not the most “interesting” from a viewpoint of 
the identification, since the process response function does not 
change significantly in it. On the other hand there might be 
some other areas with a sparse data distribution where the 
process behavior is more complex and therefore needs more 
computational efforts (more neurons in the RBFNN model) to 
be well approximated.  

Different unsupervised learning methods, such as clustering 
[1], Self-Organized Maps [2], Neural Gas Algorithms [3] etc. 
are usually used in the batch-type RBFNN learning in order to 
locate the neurons (the Radial Basis Functions) in the input 
space. Because of their pure unsupervised nature however, 
these methods tend to locate the neurons just in the densest 
area of the input data. Therefore they are likely to miss the 
more “important” areas where the identified process has a 
more complex behavior. As a result, it is often the case when 
after the consecutive tuning of the connection weights of the 

RBFNN, the results of the process identification are 
unsatisfactory, in terms of error or generalization ability. Such 
a standard approach for tuning the RBFNN for process 
identification is referred to in this paper as “Data-Driven 
Learning” (DDL) algorithm.  

In this paper another batch-type learning approach for 
RBFNN, called “Error-Driven Learning”(EDL) algorithm is 
presented and analysed. It is based on the classical Neural-Gas 
learning algorithm [3] with a modified learning rule for 
gradually updating the neurons locations at each iteration step. 
This rule takes into account the specially introduced 
normalized evaluation rate of each data point that guides the 
neurons movement towards the areas of “bigger importance” 
(for example: sharply changing gradients or bigger evaluation 
errors) instead of to areas of bigger data density.  Such 
modification of the learning rule improves significantly the 
approximation capabilities of the RBFNN.  

This EDL algorithm is further on used in the specially 
proposed in the paper evolving learning scheme for 
identification. This is a kind of iterative procedure that uses at 
each learning epoch a combination of both the EDL 
unsupervised learning for adjusting the neurons locations and 
a supervised learning for training of the connection weights.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem 
statement is given in Section II. and the proposed EDL 
algorithm is presented in Section III. The next Section IV 
shows simulation results and comparison between the 
standard DDL algorithm and the newly proposed EDL 
algorithm. The overall Evolving Identification procedure is 
described in Section 5. and respective simulation results are 
shown in Section 6. Finally Section 7. concludes the research 
results in this paper.   

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

 Further on we assume that M input-output pairs of 
data taken from a process with K  inputs T

1 2[ , , ..., ]kx x x=x  

and one output y are available: 1 1 2{ , ; , ;..., , }M My y yx x x . 
Then the output of the identified model is denoted by the 
following non-linear function: 

T
1 2( ), [ , ,..., ]m ky f x x x= =x x                         (1) 

The assumed type of identification model in this paper is a 
RBFNN [1] with N computational units (neurons) and the 
following general description:  
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As seen, the modeled output is a weighted sum of 
all N Radial Basis Functions (RBFs): 

( ), 1, 2,...,iF i N=x ( )iF x  which are in the form of Gaussian 
functions in the K-dimensional input space:  
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The tuning parameters of all RBFs ( ), 1, 2,...,iF i N=x  

can be divided in the following two sets of K -dimensional 
vectors: { , },i i i 1,2,...,N=C σ , where T

1 2[ , ,..., ]i i i iKc c c=C is 

the center vector and T
1 2[ , ,..., ]i i i i Kσ σ σ=σ is the width 

vector. 
The connection weights between the RBFs and the model 

output my form the N 1+  -dimensional vector 
T

0 1 2[ , , .... ]Nw w w w=w . Thus the complete RBFNN 

model with N neurons and K  inputs will be defined by a 
total number of 2( ) ( )N K N 1× + +  tuning parameters.  

For simplicity, further on in this paper we assume that all 
the width vectors , 1, 2,...,i i N=σ are fixed in advance, that 
is they are not part of the identification procedure. Then the 
simplified identification problem is to find the connection 
weights vector T

0 1 2[ , , .... ]Nw w w w=w and the N RBF 
center vectors , 1, 2,...,i i N=C  ( N K N 1× + + parameters in 
total) that minimize the prediction error RMSE between the 
real measured output y and the modeled (predicted) output 

my : 
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     In general, the learning algorithms for the RBFNN consist 
of two steps [4,5,6]: (1) positioning of the RBF centers 

, 1, 2,...,i i N=C  and (2) estimation of the connection weights 
T

0 1 2[ , , .... ]Nw w w w=w . The first computation step is a 
typical non-linear optimization problem that is usually solved 
by use of some unsupervised (competitive, self-organizing) 
learning algorithm as in [2,3,5].  
     The second step is a supervised learning problem that can 
be solved in batch-mode by the linear least squares algorithm 
[4] or in real-time mode by the gradient descent algorithm as 
in [3,4,5,6] or by the Extended Kalman Filer as in [7]. 
     According to the notations in the previous section, if (1) 
and (2) are executed only once and (1) uses only the input 
data information, this represents the classical DDL algorithm. 
Otherwise, we have a kind of EDL algorithm that is explained 
in the following section.  

III.  THE PROPOSED “ERROR-DRIVEN LEARNING” 
ALGORITHM 

This algorithm is based on the standard unsupervised Neural 
Gas Algorithm [3] with important modification of its learning 
strategy. The proposed unsupervised “Error-Driven Learning” 
(EDL) algorithm takes into account not only the pure input-
data information (location of the data points), but also some 
additional evaluation information about each data point, 
which can be given in the form of “evaluation error”, “data 
quality“, “model performance for this data” etc.  

All these values could be fuzzy or crisp evaluations and 
are not necessarily the direct measured outputs, as in the pure 
supervised learning. Moreover, often the outputs are not 
directly measured. Thus the proposed EDL algorithm can be 
considered as a generalization of the classical unsupervised 
(inputs-only given) algorithm, which is just a “Data-Driven 
Learning” (DDL) algorithm. In the EDL algorithm the centers 
(positions) of the neurons (RBFs) are gradually adjusted in the 
input space by taking into account the normalized relative 
“importance” or “evaluation rating” of each data point.  

The general computational scheme of the proposed EDL 
algorithm is summarized in the following two main steps: 

0) Initialization Step: Set the initial iteration: 0t = ; the initial 

learning rate 0R and the initial width 0B of the neighborhood 

function. Set the initial values of all N neuron centers: 

(0), 1, ; 1,i jc i N j K= = . Note that the RBF widths 

, 1, 2,...,i i N=σ  are fixed during the learning. 

1) Learning Step: for each iteration: 1,2,...,t T= , and each 

data point: , 1, 2,...,s s M=x , all N neuron centers are 
updated by the following general incremental learning rule: 

( ) ( 1) ( ), 1, ; 1, ;i j i j i jc t c t c t j K i N= − + ∆ = =                (5) 

where 

( )( ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ) , 1, ; 1, .i j n s s j i jc t H t E G t r x c t j K i N∆ = − = =   

(6) 

Here ( , )nH t E is a special 2-dimensional learning rate 
function. It is defined as a product of the general learning 
rate ( )R t  and the newly introduced normalized evaluation 

rate nE , as follows:  

0
1( , ) ( ) 1n n

tH t E R t E R E− = = − 
 

ｎ
Ｔ

                 (7) 

The general learning rate ( )R t is a monotonically 
decreasing function with the iterations, as in the standard 
competitive learning algorithms (such as SOM and the neural-
gas algorithm). The normalized evaluation rate nE of each 
data point in (7) can be estimated, based on a human 
experience or computed in a crisp algorithmic way. For 
example, if the outputs of the collected data points are 
available, then the normalized evaluation rate nE  is the 



normalized absolute prediction error that can be computed 
after a supervised learning step.  

The 3-dimensional plot of the learning rate function 
( , )nH t E is shown in Fig. 1. Note that when no additional 

information about the data points (and their quality) is 
available, the proposed EDL algorithm still works as a normal 
unsupervised “Data-Driven Learning” (DDL) algorithm. In 
such case, the normalized evaluation rate is just set to nE 1= . 
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Fig. 1. 3-Dimensional Plot of the Learning Rate Function 
( , )nH t E . 

The neighborhood function ( , )sG t r in (6) plays also 
important role in the whole learning process. It is a kind of a 
dynamic scaling factor of the learning rate function 

( , )nH t E , which determines the amount of the updating 
increment for each neuron, according to its status (ranking 
position r ) to the current data point s . This neighborhood 
function is in the form of a Gaussian function with the 
following parameters: 

2

2

( 1)( , ) exp
2 ( )s
rG t r
B t

 −
= − 

 
                         (8) 

where  

0
1( ) 1 tB t B − = − 

 Ｔ
                           (9) 

is a monotonically decreasing width of the neighborhood.  
It should be noted, that for a given data point s , the ranking 
position 1, 2, 3, ...r =  of all neurons is defined through a 
sorting procedure in increasing order of the Euclidean 
distances ( , )d s n between all N neurons and the current data 
point s :  

( )2

1
( , ) , 1,

K

s j n j
j

d s n x c n N
=

= − =∑                 (10) 

The so called “winning neuron” has the least distance to the 
data point s  and therefore gets the ranking position 1r = , the 
second closest neuron gets position 2r = and so on. In Fig. 2. 
the neighborhood functions are shown in easy-to-understand 
graphical way.  
     Once the learning with T iterations is completed by the 
EDL algorithm, the neurons will be located close to the 
“center-of-gravity” of the areas where the data points have 

higher evaluation rate, (higher importance), rather than in the 
“center-of-gravity” of the areas with high concentration of 
input data.   
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Fig. 2. Shape of the Neighborhood Function for Different 
Initial Values of 0B  

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE UNSUPERVISED DDL 
AND THE PROPOSED EDL ALGORITHM   

 In the followings we show some simulation results with 
both unsupervised learning algorithms, namely the standard 
“Data-Driven Learning” and the “Error-Driven Learning” 
algorithm. They are used for tuning the positions of a 
preliminary fixed number of Radial Basis Functions with 
fixed widths in a RBFNN model. A special test example with 
simulated input-output data has been generated in order to 
illustrate in a realistic way some difficulties for the process 
identification in real situations. Please note that the obtained 
RBFNN model in these simulations is with fixed structure at 
the end of the learning procedure, i.e. it is not yet an evolving 
model.  

A test Radial Basis Function Neural Network with K 2=  
inputs and one output has been computed in order to produce 
a simulated experimental data for a process with two inputs 
and one output. The test RBFNN model has 3N = neurons 
(RBFs) and the following parameters for their centers, widths 
and connection weights have been used: 

        1 2 3[ 7 ]; [ 5 ]; [ ]0.30, 0. 0 0.60, 0. 0 0.80,0.20= = =C C C  
         1 2 3[ ]; [ ]; [ ]0.20,0.10 0.10,0.15 0.18,0.10= = =σ σ σ  

0 1 2 3; ; ;w 0.0 w 1.0 w 0.7 w 0.5= = = =                          (11) 

A data set with M 427= random generated (simulated) 
inputs has been used to compute the respective 427 outputs 
from the assumed RBFNN test model. Thus a complete set of 
427 input-output data 1 1 2 427 427{ , ; , ;..., , }y y yx x x has been 
generated for the illustration of both: DD learning and ED 
learning algorithms.  
     The 3-dimensional plot of the highly non-linear test 
function from (11) is shown in Fig. 3. on the next page. From 
the two-dimensional plot of the input space, shown in Fig. 4. 
on the next page, it is seen that the experimental data points 
have uneven distribution with 5 noticeable areas (clusters) of 
higher data density (the circled areas in the figure).  
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Fig. 3. 3-Dimensional Plot of the Original Test Function 
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Fig. 4. The Input Space with 427 Random Generated Data 

Points from the Test Function 

An equal and fixed number of N 5= neurons with fixed 
widths: [ ],i 0.10, 0.10 i 1,2,...,5σ = =  have been used in 
both DD and ED learning algorithms. 

First the standard unsupervised “Data-Driven Learning” 
algorithm was carried out where an equal importance 

nE 1= for all data points is used. In this case the algorithm 
locates the neurons in the “center-of-gravity” of the areas with 
the biggest data density, since all points are “equally 
important”. The results in Fig. 5. show that the DDL 
algorithm has found (approximately) all five cluster centers 

1 2 5, ,...,C C C of the data, even if these data are located in the 
“shallow” area of the test function and do not carry much 
information. The trajectories of the neurons are also shown in 
Fig. 5. after learning with  T = 300 iterations and learning 
parameters: 0 0;R 0.10 B 0.6= = .  

The RBFNN model performance in this case, after the least 
squares estimation was evaluated with  RMSE = 0.18501. 

A second learning simulation was carried out by the 
proposed “Error-Driven Learning” algorithm with the same 
number of 427 data from Fig. 4., the same number of 5 
neurons and the same learning parameters, as in the DD 
Learning.  

The results of this ED learning are shown in the next Fig. 
6. in the form of trajectories of the neurons. This time the 
performance of the produced RBFNN model was much better, 
evaluated by least squares with RMSE = 0.13581. 
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Fig. 5. Trajectories and Cluster Centers, found by the 5 

Neurons with the Data-Driven Learning (DDL) Algorithm  
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Fig. 6. Trajectories of the 5 Neurons by the Error-Driven 

Learning (EDL) Algorithm.  
In order to run the EDL algorithm, an appropriate “normalized 
evaluation rates” nE  as in (6) are needed for all data points.  

When the EDL algorithm is run for first time, we usually 
used the absolute normalized process outputs as evaluation 
rates for all data points.  The idea behind this is that if the 
model is not yet created, it has an empty set of RBFs, and thus 
produces “zeros” as outputs. Therefore the absolute value of 
the normalized process output would be a good measure to 
represent the normalized evaluation error for each data point. 
This error is further used in the learning rule (6) as a “driving 
force” to guide the neurons in the input space.  

Such a strategy allows the neurons to gradually approach 
thw vicinity of the existing local optimums O1, O2 and O3, as 
shown in Fig. 6.  

V. THE PROPOSED EVOLVING IDENTIFICATION 
PROCEDURE  

The evolving identification model should be able to update its 
parameters and structure gradually, by use of special evolving 
identification procedure, which gradually decreases the model 
evaluation error at each learning epoch until a given stopping 
criterion is satisfied.  

A single run of either the DDL or EDL algorithm only 
produce a fixed-structure identification model, i.e. a model 
with fixed number of neurons. Then the connection weights 

T
0 1 2[ , , .... ]Nw w w w=w and the model performance RMSE can 



be computed by use of a supervised learning step (the least 
squares algorithm). However such model cannot grow further. 

The evolving identification procedure should be able to use 
the information and the evaluation results from a previously 
created model in order to update (evolve) the new model at 
each learning epoch. Thus a computation sequence of one 
unsupervised learning (for positioning the RBFs) and one 
supervised learning (the least squares algorithm for model 
evaluation) can be repeated until a desired RMSE of the 
identified model is achieved with a reasonable number of 
RBFs (neurons). Such a sequence of the unsupervised and the 
supervised learning algorithms make one epoch of the 
evolving identification procedure.   

The standard “Data-Driven Learning” algorithm cannot be 
used in such learning epoch, since it is not able to use the 
feedback evaluation information from the previous model 
performance. However, the “Error-Driven Learning” 
algorithm uses the specially introduced normalized evaluation 
rates nE  for all data points that provide such feedback 
information. Therefore it can be easily implemented in the 
general two-steps evolving identification procedure. 

The normalized evaluation rates nE , needed for the EDL 
algorithm at each learning epoch are obtained from the results 
of the supervised learning (the least squares algorithm) from 
the previous (old) model when all N+1 connection weights 
parameters: T

0 1 2[ , , .... ]Nw w w w=w  are computed. Then the 
predicted outputs are further used to compute the normalized 
evaluation rate nE .  

It is worth to notice that at each new learning epoch, a new 
subset of neurons (RBFs) is introduced and trained by the 
EDL algorithm. The aim of this subset is to try to improve the 
performance of the current model, by “diminishing” the 
evaluation errors produced by the previous identification 
model at the expenses of new added neurons in the areas of 
bigger errors. . 

Since the EDL algorithm is performed at each learning 
epoch with a small number of “new added neurons” only, this 
saves a computation time for the ED learning. However note 
that, for the supervised learning step at each learning epoch, 
all the neurons (the old ones and the new ones together) are 
used in the computation of the normalized evaluation rate nE . 
This means that the size of the supervised learning will grow 
with the number of epochs. Taking into account that the 
supervised learning is usually a fast non-iterative procedure, 
this should not possess a significant computation problem.  

Once the EDL algorithm converges in T iterations, the new 
trained neurons are added to the previous model, thus creating 
the current identification model. As a result, the model is 
gradually growing and evolving to the specific information 
obtained by the experimental data.  

VI.   SIMULATION RESULTS WITH THE EVOLVING 
MODEL 

The test example from Section 4. is used again here to show 
how the above proposed evolving identification procedure 
works. Eight epochs have been run in order to identify 
(approximate) the “unknown” test function starting with 5 

initial neurons (RBFs) and ending with a total number of 19 
neurons. Table 1. shows how the number of the neurons in the 
model has been evolved during the learning epochs. 

TABLE I. Evolution of the Identification Model 
Epoch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Old Neurons 0 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 
New Neurons 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
All Neurons 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 

 
The obtained results for the RMSE of the evolving model 

at each learning epoch are shown in Fig. 7. It is seen that the 
increase of the number of neurons leads to a monotonically 
decrease in the evaluation error (RMSE). This tendency has 
some non-zero limit, because the widths of the RBFs are 
preliminary fixed (so the identification cannot be perfect 
under these constraints). And also the evolving model 
becomes gradually saturated (over-parameterized) with too 
many RBFs. 
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the RMSE for the Evolving Method with 
ED Learning and the Standard Unsupervised DD Learning 

For comparison reasons, simulation results by use of the 
standard “Data Driven Learning” algorithm are also shown in 
Fig. 7. Please note that in this case the DDL model is not 
evolving one. It actually uses a fixed number of neurons that 
are learned (all together) at each identification step. Therefore 
the produced models are not related to each other and do not 
share information between them. It is also seen that even a 
large DDL model with 19 neurons has worse approximation 
ability than the proposed evolving EDL model with 7 neurons 
only. 

 The following Fig. 8 shows the residual error surfaces of 
the approximated test function by using the first 5 and all 19 
neurons, respectively, by using the ED Learning. 
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       b) After the Full Set of 19 Neurons 

Fig. 8. The Residual Error Surface of the Evolving Model.  

Figure 9. shows the locations of 9 neurons (RBFs) from 
the evolving model in the input space. It is seen that most of 
them are closer to the local optimums O1, O and O3, rather 
than to the densest data areas. As a result a better 
approximation with evaluation error: RMSE = 0.07556 is 
achieved.  
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Fig. 9. Location of the 9 Neurons of the Evolving Model After 

3 Learning Epochs 
The same number of 9 neurons, trained by the DDL algorithm, 
produced worse approximation with RMSE= 0.15970. 
Locations of the neurons in this case are shown in Fig. 10.   
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Fig. 10. Location of the 9 RBFs (Neurons) from the DDL 

Algorithm. 

VII.  CONCLUSIONS 

The evolving learning method for process identification, 
proposed in this paper combines a special type of “error-

driven” learning with a least squares supervised learning in an 
iterative computation scheme. Thus the method produces a 
gradually growing in size evolving RBFNN model, with 
preliminary fixed widths of the Radial Basis Functions. At 
each learning epoch, the evolving model gradually decreases 
the approximation error.  

It is shown through simulations that the approximation 
ability of this model is better than that one produced by a 
“one-step” and full size identification model which uses the 
standard unsupervised “data-driven learning” algorithm.  

The proposed evolving model is efficient in computation 
time since only the new added neurons are trained by the 
“error-driven learning” at each learning epoch. 

This model has also an evolving and decomposable 
structure, which means that the currently produced model can 
be further evolved (if needed) by additional learning in which 
its parameters are used as initial status for the next learning 
epoch which will produce the next (improved) evolved model. 

Further problems to be solved in this research direction 
include an integrated learning procedure for tuning both the 
locations and the widths of the RBFs, as well as an 
appropriate pruning method for preventing the model from 
unnecessary growing. Different strategies for proper insertion 
of new neurons are also under considerations. In this respect 
the ideas given in [6]: and [7] could be successfully 
implemented into the proposed evolving scheme in this paper.  
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